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Undermining Protections for Wetlands and Streams:
What Proposed Federal Rollbacks Mean for the Chesapeake Region

W

etlands provide critical filtration services for our drinking water supplies and waterways, as
well as shelter for wildlife and protection from floods for many cities. The EPA in 2015
issued regulations — called the Waters of the U.S. Rule — that strengthened wetlands
protections by clarifying which are covered by the federal Clean Water Act.1 Specifically, the rule
offered more protections for isolated wetlands and some streams (those that flow only during part
of the year) that had been left vulnerable to pollution and development by a pair of ambiguouslyworded U.S. Supreme Court decisions in 2001 and 2006.
On December 11, 2018, the Trump
Administration released proposed new
regulations that undermine clean water
protections nationally, including by
stripping away federal protections for
isolated wetlands and ephemeral streams
that flow only after rain or snowmelt.2
Left at risk by the rollback in the
Chesapeake Bay region would be more
than 34,000 acres of isolated wetlands on
the Eastern Shore called “Delmarva
Potholes.” They play a critical role by
filtering farm runoff pollution that would
otherwise flush more nitrogen,
A wetland called a “Delmarva Pothole” outside of Ruthsburg,
phosphorus, and sediment into the
estuary. “Wetlands physically separated Maryland, on the Eastern Shore.
from other waters of the United
States…and also lacking a direct hydrologic surface connection to such waters are not adjacent
(and therefore covered by the federal Clean Water Act) under today’s proposal,” the Trump
Administration’s December 11 proposal reads.3 The revised regulations would also remove federal
Clean Water Act protections for streams in the Chesapeake Bay region and elsewhere that flow
only after precipitation, but not on a regular basis.
The proposed new “Waters of the U.S.” rule must still be finalized by EPA and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers after a 60-day public comment period. Although state laws in Maryland,
Virginia, and elsewhere provide some state-level safeguards for these wetlands independent of
federal regulations, these state protections have limits and are – in general – weaker than the
combined protections of federal regulations and state law provided by the EPA’s 2015 Waters of
the U.S. Rule. For this reason, advocates of a restored Chesapeake Bay should speak out strongly
against the Trump Administration’s new proposal, to preserve the natural filters and headwaters
that are vital for clean water.

Delmarva Potholes and Ephemeral Streams
The 2015 federal “Waters of the U.S.” regulation ended years of ambiguity by making it clear that
certain categories of wetlands can be considered as having a significant enough connection
to public waterways to deserve protection under the federal Clean Water Act, when they
considered as a group for their collective ecological impact. These more protected categories in the
2015 rule include “Delmarva Potholes,” which are semi-isolated, often-forested wetlands common

on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, Virginia and Delaware. The Trump Administration’s new
proposal does not provide any protections for these types of wetlands, because they are not
connected on the surface to other navigable waterways.
Although out of sight and seldom discussed, 4,950 “Delmarva Potholes” cover 34,560 acres of
Eastern Shore farmland in Maryland, Delaware and Virginia, according to University of Maryland
researchers.4 That acreage is the equivalent of 54 square miles of wetlands – a landmass almost the
size of Washington, D.C. – that provide important filtration services to keep farm runoff pollution
out of the Chesapeake Bay. These wetlands also serve as habitat for amphibians, birds, and other
wildlife.
In the Chesapeake Bay region states,
there are also 37,809 miles of
intermittent or ephemeral streams –
more than half of the total miles of
streams, often forming the headwaters
of rivers, according to EPA figures.
The Trump Administration’s proposal
leaves intermittent streams (meaning
streams that flow continuously during
certain times of the year, such as the
spring, but not all year) as a protected
category, but removes protections for
ephemeral streams. “The term
‘ephemeral’ in the proposal means
surface water flowing or pooling only
in direct response to precipitation,
Intermittent streams, like this one in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley, shown
here after a heavy spring rain, have been the subject of debate – but are the
such as rain or snow fall,” the 2018
source of drinking water for millions of people.
proposed regulations say.5 “The
agencies intend to distinguish flow
resulting from snow fall from sustained flow resulting from melting snowpack in these definitions.”
This attempt to distinguish ephemeral from intermittent streams, however, could breed confusion
among landowners and state regulators, leaving a substantial but unknown number of miles of
streams without federal protections. “The distinction, I think, is bogus,” said Chris Wood,
president of Trout Unlimited, of the difference between intermittent and ephemeral streams, in
news reports.6 “You can’t distinguish between the two. Everything is going to find its way
downstream.”
In formulating the 2015 rule, EPA scientists concluded that “Delmarva Potholes”– along with
similar semi-isolated wetlands in the Carolinas called “Carolina Bays, “Prairie Potholes” (common
in the Upper Midwest), and “Pocosins” (swamps with sandy peat soil found in the southeastern
states) -- should be considered for protection from development and pollution because they provide
vitally important water quality and flood control services, as well as wildlife habitat.
A federal court on February 2016 issued a temporary stay on the 2015 rule after it was challenged
by several states, real-estate developers, and agricultural industry lobbyists. Then, the Trump
Administration proposed to delay the rule’s implementation until 2020. But on August 16, 2018, a
U.S. District Court judge in South Carolina issued an injunction7 halting the Administration’s
efforts to delay the rule in 26 states. That decision meant that the 2015 regulations are currently in
effect in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware, New York and all the Chesapeake region
states (except West Virginia), providing an additional layer of federal protections for some wetlands
and streams.8 However, the decision did not apply to the other 24 states – including much of the
West – and the court ruled only on the issue of timing and delay, not the substance of what should
be protected.9 That means that isolated wetlands and ephemeral streams that were protected by the

2015 Obama regulations will no longer be covered if the proposed 2018 Trump Administration
rules are imposed.

History of the Legal Fight over Wetlands
The backstory on this legal fight is complex. It starts back in 1972, when the federal Clean Water
Act was passed to regulate pollutants in “navigable waters.”10 Congress defined “navigable waters”
broadly as “the waters of the United States” and then left it up to the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and Environmental Protection Agency to define the exact parameters of what waterways
and wetlands were protected. The law was settled until 2001, when the U.S. Supreme Court limited
the protected waterways to those with a “significant nexus” to downstream streams, rivers, lakes
and bays that are literally navigable by boats, according to an analysis by the Environmental
Protection Network, a collaboration of former EPA officials.11 But the meaning of “significant
nexus” was a matter of debate.
The Supreme Court then confused the issue further by issuing a split decision in a 2006 case called
Rapanos v. United States, leaving many state regulators and others scratching their heads about the
definition of a “significant nexus.” The Supreme Court’s 2006 plurality opinion in the Rapanos
case, authored by Justice Anthony Scalia, held that the EPA and Army Corps’ regulatory authority
under the Clean Water Act should extend only to “relatively permanent, standing or continuously
flowing bodies of water” connected to traditional navigable waters, and to “wetlands with a
continuous surface connection to” such relatively permanent waters. In 2008, during the George
W. Bush Administration, the EPA and Army Corps of Engineers issued a guidance for determining
what waterways are protected that was based on the 2006 Scalia opinion. EPA’s guidance
following the Scalia opinion worsened confusion. Review of thousands of documents found that
there had been a “drastic deterioration of EPA’s Clean Water Act enforcement program” with
many violations “not being detected because of the reduction in the number of investigations”
initiated, according to a December 16, 2008, memorandum from the House Majority staff for two
key House Committees. “Hundreds of violations have not been pursued with enforcement actions
and dozens of existing enforcement cases have become informal responses, have had civil penalties
reduced, and have experienced significant delays,” states the memo.
The 2015 EPA definition of the “Waters of the U.S.” improved clarity and protections for
waterways across the U.S. If the federal abandons this and instead moves forward and adopts the
Trump Administration’s proposed more narrow definition of protected waters, it would be a big
step backward for clean water.
The 2015 rule made it clear that even smaller streams should be protected because “tributary
streams, including perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams, are chemically, physically, and
biologically connected to downstream waters, and influence the integrity of downstream waters.”12
Wetlands, such as “Delmarva Bays” that are not directly connected to rivers, bays or lakes, merit
federal protections under the 2015 rule because EPA reasoned that these wetlands should be
considered not individually but collectively for their ecological value of filtering pollution out of
waterways. “Such waters should be analyzed ‘in combination’ (as a group, rather than
individually) in the watershed that drains to the nearest traditional navigable water…. when
making a case-specific analysis of whether these waters have a significant nexus to traditional
navigable waters.”13

By contrast, the proposed 2018 Trump Administration regulations are far more restricted,
protecting only wetlands that are directly next to or connected on the surface to other navigable
waters, which would rule out isolated wetlands like Delmarva Potholes. The proposal defines
“adjacent wetlands” as wetlands that abut or have a direct hydrological surface connection to other
“waters of the United States” in a typical year.14

Impact on the Chesapeake Bay Region
The change could have a significant impact
on wetlands and streams in the Chesapeake
Bay region. The 2015 rules meant additional
federal protections for 4,950 “Delmarva
Potholes,” but these protections would be
eliminated by the Trump Administration
proposal. Delmarva Potholes are semiisolated wetlands cover a total of 34,560
acres of Eastern Shore farmland in
Maryland, Delaware and Virginia,
according to University of Maryland
wetlands expert Andrew Baldwin and a
2014 scientific journal article published
by the Society of Wetlands
Scientists.15 That acreage is the equivalent
“Delmarva potholes” are isolated, often forested wetlands surrounded by
of 54 square miles.
farmland. The clusters of trees and wetland plants act as natural water
pollution control systems that help reduce agricultural runoff pollution
into the Chesapeake Bay and other waterways.

Delmarva Potholes are non-tidal
wetlands in low-lying areas that are not
usually connected on the surface to rivers or streams. Their waters often connect beneath the
ground, or through ditches, to nearby streams and waterways, especially in rainy seasons. In
appearance and formation, Delmarva potholes are often oval-shaped depressions carved out by the
wind in past centuries. They are sometimes known by locals as “whale wallows” (because they
look like the pond that a floundering whale might leave).
Historically, 119,000 acres of these “Delmarva potholes” existed on the Delmarva Peninsula. But
over the last three centuries, farmers drained more than two thirds of them to convert them to
cropland, according to the UM researchers. The remaining patches of Delmarva wetlands — an
endangered species, of sorts — are now usually wooded patches with wet soil surrounded by acres
of corn and soybean fields. “They are important because they often harbor rare plant and
animals,” said University of Maryland Professor Baldwin.16 “They are also a good habitat for
amphibians, birds, mammals and other organisms. Water from surrounding farming areas flows
down into these wetlands and is retained there, and nitrogen and phosphorus (pollution)
is removed. These wetlands also provide a kind of floodwater storage capacity, so that water that
might otherwise flood a stream or river gets trapped and held there and filtered.”
Removing these remaining green filters would mean less flood protection for local homes and
towns, Baldwin said, and more pollution flowing into the Chesapeake Bay and other waterways.

“You could view the these ‘potholes’ as islands of wilderness in a landscape of agriculture, because
so much of the Delmarva Peninsula is in agriculture,” Baldwin said. “They are both natural filters
and refuges for wildlife.”

LOCATIONS OF ‘DELMARVA POTHOLE’ WETLANDS

Map showing the Delmarva Peninsula, in Maryland and Delaware, including individual Delmarva Bays that
were identified using lasers from airplanes (Light Detection and Ranging or LiDAR imagery). Gray areas
represent zones where LiDAR data were not available. From “Distribution, Morphometry, and Land Use of
Delmarva Bays,” by D. E. Fenstermacher and colleagues published in the journal Wetlands on October 8, 2014.

State vs Federal Protections
If the Trump Administration moves
ahead with its proposal to remove
federal protections from “Delmarva
Potholes,” state regulations would —
in some cases — still apply to
them. Maryland Department of the
Environment spokesman Jay
Apperson, said: “The state has long
recognized the importance of these
small, often isolated nontidal wetlands
on Maryland’s Eastern Shore and
would continue to independently
regulate activities in these wetlands
under state statute and regulation,
regardless of federal
Delmarva potholes provide homes for many species of amphibians and
jurisdiction. Maryland regulation
birds, acting as islands of biodiversity among monoculture cornfields and
names these areas as having
soybean fields.
‘significant plant or wildlife value’ and
being subject to increased regulatory requirements. Public notice and mitigation is required for a
loss (of wetlands) from a regulated activity, of any size, in Delmarva bays.”17
However, obtaining a wetlands destruction permit from just a single state agency like MDE is a
simpler and quicker process than the requirements, upheld by the 2015 EPA regulations, for a
landowner to get permits from both the state agency and the federal Army Corps of Engineers and
EPA.
Maryland’s Laws: State wetlands laws are full of gaps. Maryland, for example, has a loophole in
its law that says most agricultural activities — including the plowing of land for crops and
the raising of cattle — are exempt from requirements to obtain state wetlands permits.18 If farmers
drain or fill wetlands, they are supposed must either pay into a compensation fund or build
artificial wetlands somewhere else. However, there is an exception for situations that would cause
financial hardship to the farmers, in which case the farmers are not required to compensate for the
loss of wetlands, according to the state rules.19 Another weakness in state wetlands laws is that
landowners who want to destroy nontidal wetlands of less than one acre20 in most cases are not
required to obtain a wetlands permit, only a letter of authorization from the Maryland Department
of the Environment. Obtaining a letter is a lower hurdle than getting a permit. “A letter of
authorization from MDE is an expedited form of authorization and review,” explained Jay
Apperson of MDE. “There is no public notice requirement, nor a requirement to evaluate or
consider other properties for the (development) activity which may have fewer wetland impacts. In
addition, applicants are usually not subject to a mitigation requirement.”

Intermittent and ephemeral streams and rivers represented by the yellow lines crisscrossing the state. Source: EPA

Virginia’s Laws: In the Commonwealth, the state Nontidal Wetlands Act, passed in 2000,
allows the state to regulate impacts to all state wetlands, whether they are under federal jurisdiction
or not, with the goal of achieving “no net loss of existing wetland acreage and functions.”21
However, Virginia is one of 13 U.S. states — more than a quarter of the total — that have laws that
prohibit the state from having more restrictive wetlands rules than federal regulations.22 This means
that a rollback of the federal wetlands regulations would, by definition, mean a rollback of state
wetlands protections, too, in such places as Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky and Texas. This
could potentially cause a ripple effect across the country, according to an analysis by the
Environmental Law Institute.23 An additional 23 states, including Maryland, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, and Ohio, have laws that make it more difficult (but not impossible) for states to regulate
wetlands more stringently than federal agencies, the Environmental Law Institute report
indicates. The bottom line is that the weakening or removal of strong federal rules would
mean that state wetlands protections in 36 states would be vulnerable to repeal by state legislatures,
which are under intense pressure from the politically influential farm lobby.
Allison Austin, senior environmental scientist with Virginia Waters and Wetlands, predicted that a
repeal of the 2015 federal wetlands regulations could “ignite a slew of lawsuits on the state level” in
which developers challenge the reach of state laws because they no longer have the backing of
federal regulations.
Moreover, some states, including Virginia, that have their own state laws do not have enough state
staff to issue permits or effectively enforce the law without help from federal agencies. And so these
states rely on the staff of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to help conduct wetlands permit
reviews for both the federal and state governments. That federal manpower and assistance,
however, would no longer be available if the wetlands were no longer under the jurisdiction of the
Army Corps of Engineers and EPA. Without the Army Corps’ help, many states are not staffed or
equipped to pick up the slack, if there were a federal retreat, in terms of reviewing wetlands
destruction permits.
Curt Spalding, a professor of environmental policy at Brown University and former administrator
of EPA’s Region 1 (regional office in New England), said: “If that (federal rollback) went forward,
we would have less protection for wetlands at the core everywhere. Even in the East, where there

are also state laws to protect wetlands, if you pulled that federal foundation out, you would see a
significant change in wetlands.”24

Streams Left Vulnerable
The Southern Environmental Law Center has estimated that about 60 percent of streams in the
lower 48 states – at least two million miles of waterways -- are either intermittent or ephemeral,
meaning they only flow during certain times of the year, or after rain or snow. Although the
Trump Administration’s proposed regulations purport to cover intermittent (seasonal) streams, they
say they would not cover ephemeral streams (waterways that flow only after precipitation). In
announcing the proposed new rules on December 11, 2018, the EPA declined to release any
numbers on how many miles of what kinds of streams would be left unprotected. However,
internal EPA documents from 2017, published by Greenwire, suggest that about 18 percent of
stream miles nationally are considered “ephemeral” by EPA, compared to 52 percent
“intermittent” and 30 percent flowing year-round, with many intermittent streams located in the
dry West.25 The Southern Environmental Law Center’s Federal Legislative Director, Navis
Bermudez, suggested that the ambiguity in the definitions of intermittent vs. ephemeral streams
could leave some streams vulnerable to pollution or development. 26 Many states do not cover
ephemeral or intermittent streams with any state regulations or protections, even though they are
the headwaters of larger rivers and important sources of drinking water supplies.
Bermudez said the impact of removing federal Clean Water Act protections from many wetlands
and streams could mean serious damage to water quality. “Moving forward, any industry or
development that would occur in those streams or wetlands would not need to get a federal
permit. And there would therefore be no more limitations on what kind of pollution or destruction
they could do to those small streams and
wetlands that feed, for example, the
Chesapeake Bay.”

Between 60 and 70 percent of streams across the United States (excluding Alaska)
flow intermittently or ephemerally, including this one in Virginia’s Shenandoah
Valley.

“deep and tragic” impact on the environment.

In September, 2017, Molly Joseph Ward,
the Virginia Secretary of Natural
Resources under then-Governor Terry
McAuliffe, penned a letter to then EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt regarding his
proposed rescission of the 2015 Waters
of the US Rule. Ward wrote that a
rollback could “negatively affect waters
downstream and risk the progress we
have made and the billions of dollars
Virginia has invested in clean
water.” She also noted that a potential
lack of federal funding for state
programs could increase state
administrative costs, which could have a

Conclusion:
On December 11, 2018, the Trump Administration unveiled a proposed revised Waters of the U.S.
Rule that would substantially weaken federal protections for waterways across the country,
especially isolated wetlands and ephemeral streams. Although protections in 2015 federal wetlands
regulations are currently in force in 26 states because of a federal court ruling, including in most of
the Chesapeake Bay region, that ruling is only temporary, and will not stop the Trump
Administration from imposing its new rule to weaken existing clean water regulations.
Although the issues are highly technical and are likely to end up in court, the impacts of a rollback
could be profound and tangible. Across the U.S., about 117 million people, more than one third
total U.S. population, get some or all of their drinking water from public drinking water systems
that rely at least in part on ephemeral or intermittent streams, and some portion of these streams
will likely be vulnerable to pollution because of the Trump Administration’s plan.27
In addition, many wetlands that are not connected by surface waters to rivers, lakes and bays could
lose their federal protections under the Trump Administration’s proposal, including “Delmarva
Potholes” in the Chesapeake Bay region and “Prairie Potholes” in the Upper Midwest. These
wetlands provide an invaluable water filtration system for the Chesapeake Bay and other
waterways and an important habitat for wildlife.
As the Trump Administration’s EPA accepts public comments on its proposed new Waters of the
U.S. rule over the next 60 days, it is critical that voters and elected officials who care about clean
water and the restoration of the Chesapeake Bay speak out loudly to reject this proposal. They
should demand that wetlands and streams be more broadly protected, for the good of both ecology
and public health. Feedback from supporters of the Chesapeake Bay cleanup is critical, because –
on the other side – the Trump Administration has been meeting privately with the agricultural
industry lobby and real-estate developers, who would profit from this regulatory rollback. The legal
war over wetlands and streams has been rolling for more than a decade and may continue for
years. But this is a critical moment in the battle, when new regulations could set the stage for
generations to come. At stake is whether or not our children and grandchildren have the right to
clean water, or just to stories about it.
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